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If you can build websites with CSS and JavaScript, this book takes you to the
next level—creating dynamic, database-driven websites with PHP and MySQL.
Learn how to build a database, manage your content, and interact with users.
With step-by-step tutorials, this completely revised edition gets you started with
expanded coverage of the basics and takes you deeper into the world of serverside programming. The important stuff you need to know: Get up to speed
quickly. Learn how to install PHP and MySQL, and get them running on both your
computer and a remote server. Gain new techniques. Take advantage of the allnew chapter on integrating PHP with HTML web pages. Manage your content.
Use the file system to access user data, including images and other binary files.
Make it dynamic. Create pages that change with each new viewing. Build a good
database. Use MySQL to store user information and other data. Keep your site
working. Master the tools for fixing things that go wrong. Control operations.
Create an administrative interface to oversee your site.
Practical SQL is an approachable and fast-paced guide to SQL (Structured
Query Language), the standard programming language for defining, organizing,
and exploring data in relational databases. The book focuses on using SQL to
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find the story your data tells, with the popular open-source database PostgreSQL
and the pgAdmin interface as its primary tools. You’ll first cover the
fundamentals of databases and the SQL language, then build skills by analyzing
data from the U.S. Census and other federal and state government agencies.
With exercises and real-world examples in each chapter, this book will teach
even those who have never programmed before all the tools necessary to build
powerful databases and access information quickly and efficiently. You’ll learn
how to: - Create databases and related tables using your own data - Define the
right data types for your information - Aggregate, sort, and filter data to find
patterns - Use basic math and advanced statistical functions - Identify errors in
data and clean them up - Import and export data using delimited text files - Write
queries for geographic information systems (GIS) - Create advanced queries and
automate tasks Learning SQL doesn’t have to be dry and complicated. Practical
SQL delivers clear examples with an easy-to-follow approach to teach you the
tools you need to build and manage your own databases. This book uses
PostgreSQL, but the SQL syntax is applicable to many database applications,
including Microsoft SQL Server and MySQL.
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-761–and help demonstrate your real-world
mastery of SQL Server 2016 Transact-SQL data management, queries, and
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database programming. Designed for experienced IT professionals ready to
advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and decisionmaking acumen needed for success at the MCSA level. Focus on the expertise
measured by these objectives: • Filter, sort, join, aggregate, and modify data •
Use subqueries, table expressions, grouping sets, and pivoting • Query temporal
and non-relational data, and output XML or JSON • Create views, user-defined
functions, and stored procedures • Implement error handling, transactions, data
types, and nulls This Microsoft Exam Ref: • Organizes its coverage by exam
objectives • Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you • Assumes
you have experience working with SQL Server as a database administrator,
system engineer, or developer • Includes downloadable sample database and
code for SQL Server 2016 SP1 (or later) and Azure SQL Database Querying
Data with Transact-SQL About the Exam Exam 70-761 focuses on the skills and
knowledge necessary to manage and query data and to program databases with
Transact-SQL in SQL Server 2016. About Microsoft Certification Passing this
exam earns you credit toward a Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate (MCSA)
certification that demonstrates your mastery of essential skills for building and
implementing on-premises and cloud-based databases across organizations.
Exam 70-762 (Developing SQL Databases) is also required for MCSA: SQL 2016
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Database Development certification. See full details at: microsoft.com/learning
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking wooden
puppet whose nose grew longer whenever he told a lie and who wanted more
than anything else to become a real boy.As carpenter Master Antonio begins to
carve a block of pinewood into a leg for his table the log shouts out, "Don't strike
me too hard!" Frightened by the talking log, Master Cherry does not know what to
do until his neighbor Geppetto drops by looking for a piece of wood to build a
marionette. Antonio gives the block to Geppetto. And thus begins the life of
Pinocchio, the puppet that turns into a boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a
novel for children by Carlo Collodi is about the mischievous adventures of
Pinocchio, an animated marionette, and his poor father and woodcarver
Geppetto. It is considered a classic of children's literature and has spawned
many derivative works of art. But this is not the story we've seen in film but the
original version full of harrowing adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes 40
illustrations.
Sql Server - Interview Questions
A Real-World Certification Guide
SQL Server Interview Questions and Answers
Practical SQL
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Exam Ref 70-764 Administering a SQL Database Infrastructure
Master SQL Fundamentals

Developed as a practical book, "Oracle Database 11g Administration I Certification
Guide" will show you all you need to know to effectively excel at being an Oracle DBA,
for both examinations and the real world. This book is for anyone who needs the
essential skills to become an Oracle DBA, pass the Oracle Database Administration I
exam, and use those skills in the real world to manage secure, high performance, and
highly available Oracle databases.
Prepare for the Oracle Certified Professional Developer PL/SQL Program Units exam
using this Oracle Press study guide. Throughout each chapter, you’ll find in-depth
details on all the material covered on this challenging exam, followed by practice
questions and chapter summaries. The CD-ROM contains hundreds of practice exam
questions in an adaptive format.
PMBOK& Guide is the go-to resource for project management practitioners. The
project management profession has significantly evolved due to emerging technology,
new approaches and rapid market changes. Reflecting this evolution, The Standard for
Project Management enumerates 12 principles of project management and the
PMBOK& Guide &– Seventh Edition is structured around eight project performance
domains.This edition is designed to address practitioners' current and future needs and
to help them be more proactive, innovative and nimble in enabling desired project
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outcomes.This edition of the PMBOK& Guide:·Reflects the full range of development
approaches (predictive, adaptive, hybrid, etc.);·Provides an entire section devoted to
tailoring the development approach and processes;·Includes an expanded list of
models, methods, and artifacts;·Focuses on not just delivering project outputs but also
enabling outcomes; and· Integrates with PMIstandards+™ for information and
standards application content based on project type, development approach, and
industry sector.
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-764—and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of
skills for database administration. This exam is intended for database administrators
charged with installation, maintenance, and configuration tasks. Their responsibilities
also include setting up database systems, making sure those systems operate
efficiently, and regularly storing, backing up, and securing data from unauthorized
access. Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: · Configure data access
and auditing · Manage backup and restore of databases · Manage and monitor SQL
Server instances · Manage high availability and disaster recovery This Microsoft Exam
Ref: · Organizes its coverage by exam objectives · Features strategic, what-if scenarios
to challenge you · Assumes you have working knowledge of database installation,
configuration, and maintenance tasks. You should also have experience with setting up
database systems, ensuring those systems operate efficiently, regularly storing and
backing up data, and securing data from unauthorized access. About the Exam Exam
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70-764 focuses on skills and knowledge required for database administration. About
Microsoft Certification Passing both Exam 70-764 and Exam 70-765 (Provisioning SQL
Databases) earns you credit toward an MCSA: SQL 2016 Database Administration
certification. See full details at: microsoft.com/learning
OCA Oracle Database SQL Exam Guide (Exam 1Z0-071)
Data Analysis Using SQL and Excel
From Novice to Professional
SQL Cookbook
Understand and Clear All Your Doubts and Misconceptions About BI (English Edition)
Learning MySQL
This book contains tricky and nasty SQL interview questions that an
interviewer asks. It is a compilation of advanced SQL interview
questions after attending dozens of technical interviews in top-notch
companies like- Oracle, Google, Ebay, Amazon etc.Each question is
accompanied with an answer because you want to save your time
while preparing for an interview.The difficulty rating on these
Questions varies from a Junior level programmer to Architect level.
Sample Questions are:How can we retrieve alternate records from a
table in Oracle?Given a list of student names and grade. Write a
query to print a comma separated list of student names in a
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grade.Write SQL Query to get Student Name and number of
Students in same grade.Write SQL query to delete duplicate rows in
a table?Write SQL query to get the second highest salary among all
Employees?Write SQL Query to get Employee Name, Manager ID
and number of employees in the department?Write SQL query to get
the nth highest salary among all Employees.Given an Employee table
with Manager_ID as column, print First name, Manager ID and Level
of employees in Organization Structure?Why is the difference
between NVL and NVL2 functions in SQL?What is the difference
between UNION and UNION ALL?What are the reasons for denormalizing the data?What is a Pseudocolumn?How can you find 10
employees with Odd number as Employee ID?What is the difference
between DELETE and TRUNCATE in SQL?Which SQL feature can be
used to view data in a table sequentially?What are the differences
between CASE and DECODE in SQL?Write a SQL Query to get the
Quarter from date.http://www.knowledgepowerhouse.com
All-in-One is All You Need Get complete coverage of all three
Microsoft Certified IT Professional database developer exams for
SQL Server 2005 in this comprehensive volume. Written by a SQL
Server expert and MCITP, this definitive exam guide features
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learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter, exam tips,
practice questions, and in-depth explanations. Detailed and
authoritative, the book serves as both a complete certification study
guide and an essential on-the-job reference. Get full details on all
exam topics including how to: Install and configure SQL Server 2005
Manage database design Use Transact-SQL and XML Work with
functions, triggers, and CLR integration Optimize, monitor, and
secure databases Create stored procedures Handle disaster recovery
Work with Service Broker, Web Services, and MARS Use SQL Server
Reporting Services and Notification Services Manage locks,
deadlocks, and cursors Transfer data using Replication and SQL
Server Integration Services The CD-ROM features: Six full practice
exams-two for each exam: 70-431, 70-441, & 70-442 Scripts from the
step-by-step exercises in the book Video training clips from the
author Complete electronic book
Updated for the latest database management systems -- including
MySQL 6.0, Oracle 11g, and Microsoft's SQL Server 2008 -- this
introductory guide will get you up and running with SQL quickly.
Whether you need to write database applications, perform
administrative tasks, or generate reports, Learning SQL, Second
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Edition, will help you easily master all the SQL fundamentals. Each
chapter presents a self-contained lesson on a key SQL concept or
technique, with numerous illustrations and annotated examples.
Exercises at the end of each chapter let you practice the skills you
learn. With this book, you will: Move quickly through SQL basics and
learn several advanced features Use SQL data statements to
generate, manipulate, and retrieve data Create database objects,
such as tables, indexes, and constraints, using SQL schema
statements Learn how data sets interact with queries, and
understand the importance of subqueries Convert and manipulate
data with SQL's built-in functions, and use conditional logic in data
statements Knowledge of SQL is a must for interacting with data.
With Learning SQL, you'll quickly learn how to put the power and
flexibility of this language to work.
Learn how to hack systems like black hat hackers and secure them
like security experts Key Features Understand how computer
systems work and their vulnerabilities Exploit weaknesses and hack
into machines to test their security Learn how to secure systems
from hackers Book Description This book starts with the basics of
ethical hacking, how to practice hacking safely and legally, and how
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to install and interact with Kali Linux and the Linux terminal. You
will explore network hacking, where you will see how to test the
security of wired and wireless networks. You’ll also learn how to
crack the password for any Wi-Fi network (whether it uses WEP,
WPA, or WPA2) and spy on the connected devices. Moving on, you
will discover how to gain access to remote computer systems using
client-side and server-side attacks. You will also get the hang of postexploitation techniques, including remotely controlling and
interacting with the systems that you compromised. Towards the
end of the book, you will be able to pick up web application hacking
techniques. You'll see how to discover, exploit, and prevent a
number of website vulnerabilities, such as XSS and SQL injections.
The attacks covered are practical techniques that work against real
systems and are purely for educational purposes. At the end of each
section, you will learn how to detect, prevent, and secure systems
from these attacks. What you will learn Understand ethical hacking
and the different fields and types of hackers Set up a penetration
testing lab to practice safe and legal hacking Explore Linux basics,
commands, and how to interact with the terminal Access passwordprotected networks and spy on connected clients Use server and
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client-side attacks to hack and control remote computers Control a
hacked system remotely and use it to hack other systems Discover,
exploit, and prevent a number of web application vulnerabilities
such as XSS and SQL injections Who this book is for Learning
Ethical Hacking from Scratch is for anyone interested in learning
how to hack and test the security of systems like professional
hackers and security experts.
Exam Ref 70-762 Developing SQL Databases
Latest Oracle Database 11g
Generating Optimal Execution Plans
Learning SQL
Top 50 MySQL Interview Questions and Answers
The Art of SQL

Clear your doubts about Business Intelligence and start your new journey KEY FEATURES ●
Includes successful methods and innovative ideas to achieve success with BI. ● Vendorneutral, unbiased, and based on experience. ● Highlights practical challenges in BI journeys. ●
Covers financial aspects along with technical aspects. ● Showcases multiple BI organization
models and the structure of BI teams. DESCRIPTION The book demystifies misconceptions
and misinformation about BI. It provides clarity to almost everything related to BI in a simplified
and unbiased way. It covers topics right from the definition of BI, terms used in the BI
definition, coinage of BI, details of the different main uses of BI, processes that support the
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main uses, side benefits, and the level of importance of BI, various types of BI based on
various parameters, main phases in the BI journey and the challenges faced in each of the
phases in the BI journey. It clarifies myths about self-service BI and real-time BI. The book
covers the structure of a typical internal BI team, BI organizational models, and the main roles
in BI. It also clarifies the doubts around roles in BI. It explores the different components that
add to the cost of BI and explains how to calculate the total cost of the ownership of BI and
ROI for BI. It covers several ideas, including unconventional ideas to achieve BI success and
also learn about IBI. It explains the different types of BI architectures, commonly used
technologies, tools, and concepts in BI and provides clarity about the boundary of BI w.r.t
technologies, tools, and concepts. The book helps you lay a very strong foundation and
provides the right perspective about BI. It enables you to start or restart your journey with BI.
WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ● Builds a strong conceptual foundation in BI. ● Gives the right
perspective and clarity on BI uses, challenges, and architectures. ● Enables you to make the
right decisions on the BI structure, organization model, and budget. ● Explains which type of BI
solution is required for your business. ● Applies successful BI ideas. WHO THIS BOOK IS
FOR This book is a must-read for business managers, BI aspirants, CxOs, and all those who
want to drive the business value with data-driven insights. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. What is
Business Intelligence? 2. Why do Businesses need BI? 3. Types of Business Intelligence 4.
Challenges in Business Intelligence 5. Roles in Business Intelligence 6. Financials of Business
Intelligence 7. Ideas for Success with BI 8. Introduction to IBI 9. BI Architectures 10. Demystify
Tech, Tools, and Concepts in BI
Presents a guide to writing effective SQL queries, from simple data selection and filtering to
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joining multiple tables and modifying sets of data, with information on how to solve a variety of
challenging SQL problems.
Presents instructions on using MySQL, covering such topics as installation, querying, user
management, security, and backups and recovery.
Presents lessons covering exam objectives, practice exercises, real-world scenarios, and
practice exams on the accompanying CD-ROM.
MCITP SQL Server 2005 Database Developer All-in-One Exam Guide (Exams 70-431, 70-441
& 70-442)
A Beginner's Guide to Storytelling with Data
Oracle PL/SQL Programming
TOP 30 SQL Interview Coding Tasks
Training Kit (Exam 70-461): Querying Microsoft SQL Server 2012
Start developing with Oracle SQL. This book is a one-stop introduction to
everything you need to know about getting started developing an Oracle
Database. You'll learn about foundational concepts, setting up a simple
schema, adding data, reading data from the database, and making
changes. No experience with databases is required to get started.
Examples in the book are built around Oracle Live SQL, a freely available,
online sandbox for practicing and experimenting with SQL statements,
and Oracle Express Edition, a free version of Oracle Database that is
available for download. A marquee feature of Beginning Oracle SQL for
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Oracle Database 18c is the small chapter size. Content is divided into
easily digestible chunks that can be read and practiced in very short
intervals of time, making this the ideal book for a busy professional to
learn from. Even just a 15-20 minute block of free time can be put to
good use. Author Ben Brumm begins by helping you understand what a
database is, and getting you set up with a sandbox in which to practice
the SQL that you are learning. From there, easily digestible chapters
cover, point-by-point, the different aspects of writing queries to get data
out of a database. You’ll also learn about creating tables and getting data
into the database. Crucial topics such as working with nulls and writing
analytic queries are given the attention they deserve, helping you to
avoid pitfalls when writing queries for production use. What You'll
LearnCreate, update, and delete tables in an Oracle database Add,
update, delete data from those database tables Query and view data
stored in your database Manipulate and transform data using in-built
database functions and features Correctly choose when to use Oraclespecific syntax and features Who This Book Is For Those new to Oracle
who are planning to develop software using Oracle as the back-end data
store. The book is also for those who are getting started in software
development and realize they need to learn some kind of database
language. Those who are learning software development on the side of
their normal job, or learning it as a college student, who are ready to
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learn what a database is and how to use it also will find this book useful.
ORACLE is arguably the future for enterprise information systems.
Corporations, both large and small, are looking for resources who know
their job in depth.
A guide to SQL covers such topics as retrieving records, metadata
queries, working with strings, data arithmetic, date manipulation,
reporting and warehousing, and hierarchical queries.
For all the buzz about trendy IT techniques, data processing is still at the
core of our systems, especially now that enterprises all over the world
are confronted with exploding volumes of data. Database performance
has become a major headache, and most IT departments believe that
developers should provide simple SQL code to solve immediate problems
and let DBAs tune any bad SQL later. In The Art of SQL, author and SQL
expert Stephane Faroult argues that this safe approach only leads to
disaster. His insightful book, named after Art of War by Sun Tzu,
contends that writing quick inefficient code is sweeping the dirt under
the rug. SQL code may run for 5 to 10 years, surviving several major
releases of the database management system and on several generations
of hardware. The code must be fast and sound from the start, and that
requires a firm understanding of SQL and relational theory. The Art of
SQL offers best practices that teach experienced SQL users to focus on
strategy rather than specifics. Faroult's approach takes a page from Sun
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Tzu's classic treatise by viewing database design as a military campaign.
You need knowledge, skills, and talent. Talent can't be taught, but every
strategist from Sun Tzu to modern-day generals believed that it can be
nurtured through the experience of others. They passed on their
experience acquired in the field through basic principles that served as
guiding stars amid the sound and fury of battle. This is what Faroult does
with SQL. Like a successful battle plan, good architectural choices are
based on contingencies. What if the volume of this or that table increases
unexpectedly? What if, following a merger, the number of users doubles?
What if you want to keep several years of data online? Faroult's way of
looking at SQL performance may be unconventional and unique, but he's
deadly serious about writing good SQL and using SQL well. The Art of SQL
is not a cookbook, listing problems and giving recipes. The aim is to get
you-and your manager-to raise good questions.
Oca Oracle Database 11g Database Administration I
Joe Celko's SQL Puzzles and Answers
Negotiating for Success: Essential Strategies and Skills
Your stepping stone to penetration testing
Exam Ref 70-767 Implementing a SQL Data Warehouse
Oracle 12c: SQL

We all negotiate on a daily basis. We negotiate with our spouses, children, parents, and friends. We
negotiate when we rent an apartment, buy a car, purchase a house, and apply for a job. Your ability
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to negotiate might even be the most important factor in your career advancement. Negotiation is
also the key to business success. No organization can survive without contracts that produce profits.
At a strategic level, businesses are concerned with value creation and achieving competitive
advantage. But the success of high-level business strategies depends on contracts made with
suppliers, customers, and other stakeholders. Contracting capability—the ability to negotiate and
perform successful contracts—is the most important function in any organization. This book is
designed to help you achieve success in your personal negotiations and in your business
transactions. The book is unique in two ways. First, the book not only covers negotiation concepts,
but also provides practical actions you can take in future negotiations. This includes a Negotiation
Planning Checklist and a completed example of the checklist for your use in future negotiations. The
book also includes (1) a tool you can use to assess your negotiation style; (2) examples of “decision
trees,” which are useful in calculating your alternatives if your negotiation is unsuccessful; (3) a
three-part strategy for increasing your power during negotiations; (4) a practical plan for analyzing
your negotiations based on your reservation price, stretch goal, most-likely target, and zone of
potential agreement; (5) clear guidelines on ethical standards that apply to negotiations; (6) factors
to consider when deciding whether you should negotiate through an agent; (7) psychological tools
you can use in negotiations—and traps to avoid when the other side uses them; (8) key elements of
contract law that arise during negotiations; and (9) a checklist of factors to use when you evaluate
your performance as a negotiator. Second, the book is unique in its holistic approach to the
negotiation process. Other books often focus narrowly either on negotiation or on contract law.
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Furthermore, the books on negotiation tend to focus on what happens at the bargaining table
without addressing the performance of an agreement. These books make the mistaken assumption
that success is determined by evaluating the negotiation rather than evaluating performance of the
agreement. Similarly, the books on contract law tend to focus on the legal requirements for a
contract to be valid, thus giving short shrift to the negotiation process that precedes the contract and
to the performance that follows. In the real world, the contracting process is not divided into
independent phases. What happens during a negotiation has a profound impact on the contract and
on the performance that follows. The contract’s legal content should reflect the realities of what
happened at the bargaining table and the performance that is to follow. This book, in contrast to
others, covers the entire negotiation process in chronological order beginning with your decision to
negotiate and continuing through the evaluation of your performance as a negotiator. A business
executive in one of the negotiation seminars the author teaches as a University of Michigan professor
summarized negotiation as follows: “Life is negotiation!” No one ever stated it better. As a mother
with young children and as a company leader, the executive realized that negotiations are pervasive
in our personal and business lives. With its emphasis on practical action, and with its chronological,
holistic approach, this book provides a roadmap you can use when navigating through your life as a
negotiator.
This book contains basic to expert level MySQL interview questions that an interviewer asks. Each
question is accompanied with an answer so that you can prepare for job interview in short time. We
have compiled this list after attending dozens of technical interviews in top-notch companies likePage 19/36
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Google, Facebook, Netflix, Amazon etc.Often, these questions and concepts are used in our daily
programming work. But these are most helpful when an Interviewer is trying to test your deep
knowledge of MySQL.The difficulty rating on these Questions varies from a Fresher level software
programmer to a Senior software programmer. Once you go through them in the first pass, mark the
questions that you could not answer by yourself. Then, in second pass go through only the difficult
questions. After going through this book 2-3 times, you will be well prepared to face a technical
interview on MySQL for an experienced programmer. Some of the questions are:How will you
calculate the number of days between two dates in MySQL?What are the different types of Triggers
in MySQL?What are the differences between Heap table and temporary table in MySQL?What is a
Heap table in MySQL?What is the difference between BLOB and TEXT data type in MySQL?What
will happen when AUTO_INVREMENT on an INTEGER column reaches MAX_VALUE in
MySQL?What are the advantages of MySQL as compared with Oracle DB?What are the
disadvantages of MySQL?What is the difference between CHAR and VARCHAR datatype in
MySQL?What is the use of 'i_am_a_dummy flag' in MySQL?How can we get current date and time
in MySQL?What is the difference between timestamp in Unix and MySQL?How will you limit a
MySQL query to display only top 10 rows?What is automatic initialization and updating for
TIMESTAMP in a MySQL table?How can we get the list of all the indexes on a table?What is
SAVEPOINT in MySQL?17. What is the difference between ROLLBACK TO SAVEPOINT and
RELEASE SAVEPOINT?How will you search for a String in MySQL column?How can we find the
version of the MySQL server and the name of the current database by SELECT query?What is the
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use of IFNULL() operator in MySQL?How will you check if a table exists in MySQL?How will you
see the structure of a table in MySQL?What are the objects that can be created by CREATE
statement in MySQL?24. How will you see the current user logged into MySQL connection?How
can you copy the structure of a table into another table without copying the data?What is the
difference between Batch and Interactive modes of MySQL?How can we get a random number
between 1 and 100 in MySQL?What is the difference between Primary key and Candidate key?What
is a Federated table in MySQL?How will you get the comma separated values for a column in a
MySQL Group query?How can we get the results from a table in a random order in MySQL?How
can we prevent duplicate records in a MySQL table?How will you eliminate duplicate values from a
query result in MySQL?How will you get the size of data in a MySQL table?What is the option in
Amazon Web Services for MySQL?How can we manage multiple MySQL servers?How will you
migrate your SQL Server database to MySQL?What is the difference between MySQL and
Oracle?What is the order of privileges in MySQL?Is it ok to mention a table name in lower case while
creation and in uppercase while retrieving data from MySQL DB?Why this query does not work in
MySQL?What is mysqldump?What is the limitation of mysqldump?Can we run Javascript or Python
code in MySQL?What are user-defined variables in MySQL?How will you optimize a SELECT
query in MySQL?What are the different optimization techniques in MySQL?How can we optimize
INSERT query in MySQL?How will you make MySQL system secure against attackers?How can
you protect your MySQL server against Denial of Service attacks?
Useful business analysis requires you to effectively transform data into actionable information. This
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book helps you use SQL and Excel to extract business information from relational databases and use
that data to define business dimensions, store transactions about customers, produce results, and
more. Each chapter explains when and why to perform a particular type of business analysis in order
to obtain useful results, how to design and perform the analysis using SQL and Excel, and what the
results should look like.
The authors have revised and updated this bestseller to include both the Oracle8i and new Oracle9i
Internet-savvy database products.
OCP Developer PL/SQL Program Units Exam Guide
Beginning Oracle SQL for Oracle Database 18c
Practical Solutions
Learning MySQL and MariaDB
Administering Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Databases
Exam Ref 70-761 Querying Data with Transact-SQL

- Pass Your 1Z0-144 Exam Easy! with this guide.- Number of questions: 100
Q&A.- Version of the dump: Latest version.- 1Z0-144 exam dumps & updated
practice test questions to study and pass quickly and easily.- 100% Real 1Z0-144
practice test questions uploaded by real users who have passed their own exam
and verified all the incorrect answers.
Advanced end-users, technicians, and network administrators facing certification
as a MCDBA or MCSE will find this Page
guide
filled with hands-on projects and real
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examples that cover the curriculum objectives for Designing and Implementing
Databases with Microsoft SQL Server 7, Exam 70-029. The CD-Rom contains
two complete practice exams.
This integrated learning solution teaches all the Oracle PL/SQL skills you need,
hands-on, through real-world labs, extensive examples, exercises, and projects!
Completely updated for Oracle 11g, Oracle PL/SQL by Example , Fourth Edition
covers all the fundamentals, from PL/SQL syntax and program control through
packages and Oracle 11g’s significantly improved triggers. One step at a time,
you’ll walk through every key task, discovering the most important PL/SQL
programming techniques on your own. Building on your hands-on learning, the
authors share solutions that offer deeper insights and proven best practices. Endof-chapter projects bring together all the techniques you’ve learned,
strengthening your understanding through real-world practice. This book’s
approach fully reflects the authors’ award-winning experience teaching PL/SQL
programming to professionals at Columbia University. New database developers
and DBAs can use its step-by-step instructions to get productive fast;
experienced PL/SQL programmers can use this book as a practical solutions
reference. Coverage includes • Mastering basic PL/SQL concepts and general
programming language fundamentals, and understanding SQL’s role in PL/SQL •
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Using conditional and iterative program control techniques, including the new
CONTINUE and CONTINUE WHEN statements • Efficiently handling errors and
exceptions • Working with cursors and triggers, including Oracle 11g’s powerful
new compound triggers • Using stored procedures, functions, and packages to
write modular code that other programs can execute • Working with collections,
object-relational features, native dynamic SQL, bulk SQL, and other advanced
PL/SQL capabilities • Handy reference appendices: PL/SQL formatting guide,
sample database schema, ANSI SQL standards reference, and more
A poorly performing database application not only costs users time, but also has
an impact on other applications running on the same computer or the same
network. SQL Tuning provides an essential next step for SQL developers and
database administrators who want to extend their SQL tuning expertise and get
the most from their database applications.There are two basic issues to focus on
when tuning SQL: how to find and interpret the execution plan of an SQL
statement and how to change SQL to get a specific alternate execution plan.
SQL Tuning provides answers to these questions and addresses a third issue
that's even more important: how to find the optimal execution plan for the query
to use.Author Dan Tow outlines a timesaving method he's developed for finding
the optimum execution plan--rapidly and systematically--regardless of the
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complexity of the SQL or the database platform being used. You'll learn how to
understand and control SQL execution plans and how to diagram SQL queries to
deduce the best execution plan for a query. Key chapters in the book include
exercises to reinforce the concepts you've learned. SQL Tuning concludes by
addressing special concerns and unique solutions to "unsolvable
problems."Whether you are a programmer who develops SQL-based applications
or a database administrator or other who troubleshoots poorly tuned applications,
SQL Tuning will arm you with a reliable and deterministic method for tuning your
SQL queries to gain optimal performance.
Federal Information Processing Standards Publication
Program with PL/SQL Essentials Exam 1Z0-144 Questions and Answers: Guide
for Real Exam
A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK Guide) –
Seventh Edition and The Standard for Project Management (RUSSIAN)
Oracle PL/SQL by Example
MCSE Database Design on SQL Server 7 Exam Prep
Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet
Joe Celko's SQL Puzzles and Answers, Second Edition, challenges
you with his trickiest puzzles and then helps solve them with a
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variety of solutions and explanations. Author Joe Celko
demonstrates the thought processes that are involved in
attacking a problem from an SQL perspective to help advanced
database programmers solve the puzzles you frequently face.
These techniques not only help with the puzzle at hand, but also
help develop the mindset needed to solve the many difficult SQL
puzzles you face every day. This updated edition features many
new puzzles; dozens of new solutions to puzzles; and new
chapters on temporal query puzzles and common misconceptions
about SQL and RDBMS that leads to problems. This book is
recommended for database programmers with a good knowledge of
SQL. A great collection of tricky SQL puzzles with a variety of
solutions and explanations Uses the proven format of puzzles and
solutions to provide a user-friendly, practical look into SQL
programming problems - many of which will help users solve their
own problems New edition features: Many new puzzles added!,
Dozens of new solutions to puzzles, and using features in
SQL-99, Code is edited to conform to SQL STYLE rules, New
chapter on temporal query puzzles, New chapter on common
misconceptions about SQL and RDBMS that leads to problems
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Introduce the latest version of the fundamental SQL language
used in all relational databases today with Casteel’s ORACLE
12C: SQL, 3E. Much more than a study guide, this edition helps
those who have only a basic knowledge of databases master the
latest SQL and Oracle concepts and techniques. Learners gain a
strong understanding of how to use Oracle 12c SQL most
effectively as they prepare for the first exam in the Oracle
Database Administrator or Oracle Developer Certification Exam
paths. This edition initially focuses on creating database
objects, including tables, constraints, indexes, sequences, and
more. The author then explores data query techniques, such as
row filtering, joins, single-row functions, aggregate functions,
subqueries, and views, as well as advanced query topics. ORACLE
12C: SQL, 3E introduces the latest features and enhancements in
12c, from enhanced data types and invisible columns to new CROSS
and OUTER APPLY methods for joins. To help readers transition to
further studies, appendixes introduce SQL tuning, compare
Oracle's SQL syntax with other databases, and overview Oracle
connection interface tools: SQL Developer and SQL Plus. Readers
can trust ORACLE 12C: SQL, 3E to provide the knowledge for
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Oracle certification testing and the solid foundation for
pursuing a career as a successful database administrator or
developer. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
If you have mastered the fundamentals of the PL/SQL language and
are now looking for an in-depth, practical guide to solving real
problems with PL/SQL stored procedures, then this is the book
for you.
As representatives from the IT community, all of us have had our
own experiences of attending interviews - clearing or close to
clearing and sometimes with tons of questions and doubts failing
miserably. These stories are in the most pleasant or not so
pleasant memories of our mind and we will assure you this book
will kindle those memories for sure. We have taken tons of
interviews and most of the interviews are not revolving around
how deep technical and internals you know about the subject but it revolves around how good you are with the basics.To clear
an interview, one doesn't need to know inside-out of a subject,
and subjects like "SQL Server" so vast that every single day we
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learn something new with this product, and even a complete
lifetime will fly off if we keep doing this. Again, the various
roles one can get into for products like SQL Server are from
Database Developer, Database Modelers, Database Architect,
Database Administrator and many more. Hence, this book is geared
towards demystifying and a refresher for memories on the
fundamentals which sometimes are the most important things to
clear any type of interview for any role. Some of the concepts
discussed are generic and are not tied to any specific version
of SQL Server, but most of it the new features introduced with
SQL Server have been included in this book.This book is not a
shortcut or a sure to crack interview guide but this book gets
you prepared in an organized manner. Let us also assure you this
is neither a completely comprehensive guide but surely is a
great starter nevertheless. Use this to guide you and be
mentally prepared for the big day. When faced with this big day,
we get overwhelmed and confused about where to start our
preparation. And this book is just that secret recipe in your
arsenal to get geared up. Sometimes these basics will help you
narrow to a solution quickly when given a scenario.Now this
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book's flow is "Question & Answer" mode from start till the end
to help you grasp the concepts faster and to the point. Once you
get an understanding of concepts, then if we are twisted with
the concept in a scenario it becomes easy to solve them. Most
companies have a typical way to do interviews which are based on
the scenario as per their environment and these are just
combinations of the concepts to fit their need and SLA.Though
each of these chapters is bucketed for convenience we highly
recommend reading each of the sections nevertheless irrespective
of the roles you might be doing as each of the sections have
some interesting trivia's working with SQL Server. In the
industry, the role of accidental DBA's especially with SQL
Server is so common. Hence if you have performed the role of DBA
for a short stink and want to brush-up your fundamentals then
the respective sections will be a great skim.
Training Kit (Exam 70-462)
ORACLE PL/SQL Interview Questions You'll Most Likely Be Asked
Business Intelligence Demystified
A Hands-on Guide to Data Manipulation in SQL
SQL Queries for Mere Mortals
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Mastering Oracle PL/SQL
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any
media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-762,
Developing SQL Databases —and help demonstrate your real-world
mastery of skills for building and implementing databases across
organizations. Designed for database professionals who build and
implement databases across organizations and who ensure high
levels of data availability, Exam Ref focuses on the criticalthinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the
MCSA level. Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives:
• Design and implement database objects • Implement
programmability objects • Manage database concurrency • Optimize
database objects and SQL infrastructure This Microsoft Exam Ref:
• Organizes its coverage by exam objectives • Features
strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you • Assumes you have
working knowledge of Microsoft Windows, Transact-SQL, and
relational databases About the Exam Exam 70-762 focuses on
skills and knowledge for building and implementing databases
across organizations and ensuring high levels of data
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availability. About Microsoft Certification Passing this exam
earns you credit toward a Microsoft Certified Solutions
Associate (MCSA) certification that demonstrates your mastery of
modern database development. Exam 70-761 (Querying Data with
Transact-SQL) is also required for MCSA: SQL 2016 Database
Development. See full details at: microsoft.com/learning
Ace your preparation for Microsoft® Certification Exam 70-461
with this 2-in-1 Training Kit from Microsoft Press®. Work at
your own pace through a series of lessons and practical
exercises, and then assess your skills with practice tests on
CD—featuring multiple, customizable testing options. Maximize
your performance on the exam by learning how to: Create database
objects Work with data Modify data Troubleshoot and optimize
queries You also get an exam discount voucher—making this book
an exceptional value and a great career investment.
A fully updated, integrated self-study system for the Oracle
Database SQL Exam This thoroughly revised Oracle Press guide
offers 100% coverage of all objectives on the latest version of
the Oracle Database SQL Exam. Ideal both as a study guide and onthe-job reference, OCA Oracle Database SQL Exam Guide (Exam
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1Z0-071) features detailed explanations, examples, practice
questions, and chapter summaries. “Certification Objectives,”
“Exam Watch,” and “On the Job” sections reinforce salient points
throughout. You will gain access to two complete practice exams
that match the tone, tenor, and format of the live test. Get
complete coverage every topic on Exam 1Z0-071, including: • DDL
and SQL SELECT statements • Manipulating, restricting, and
sorting data • Single-row and group functions • Displaying data
from multiple tables • Subqueries • Schema objects • Set
operators • Grouping related data • Report creation • Data
dictionary views • Large data sets • Hierarchical retrieval •
Regular expression support • User access control The electronic
includes: • Two full practice exams • Detailed answers and
explanations
SQL Server Interview Questions and AnswersUpdated
2021Independently Published
Heading in the Right Direction with MySQL and MariaDB
PHP & MySQL: The Missing Manual
Top 50 SQL Tricky Interview Questions
Learn Ethical Hacking from Scratch
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SQL Tuning
Updated 2021

Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-767–and help demonstrate your
real-world mastery of skills for managing data warehouses.
This exam is intended for Extract, Transform, Load (ETL)
data warehouse developers who create business intelligence
(BI) solutions. Their responsibilities include data
cleansing as well as ETL and data warehouse implementation.
The reader should have experience installing and
implementing a Master Data Services (MDS) model, using MDS
tools, and creating a Master Data Manager database and web
application. The reader should understand how to design and
implement ETL control flow elements and work with a SQL
Service Integration Services package. Focus on the expertise
measured by these objectives: • Design, and implement, and
maintain a data warehouse • Extract, transform, and load
data • Build data quality solutionsThis Microsoft Exam Ref:
• Organizes its coverage by exam objectives • Features
strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you • Assumes you
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have working knowledge of relational database technology and
incremental database extraction, as well as experience with
designing ETL control flows, using and debugging SSIS
packages, accessing and importing or exporting data from
multiple sources, and managing a SQL data warehouse.
Implementing a SQL Data Warehouse About the Exam Exam 70-767
focuses on skills and knowledge required for working with
relational database technology. About Microsoft
Certification Passing this exam earns you credit toward a
Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP) or Microsoft
Certified Solutions Associate (MCSA) certification that
demonstrates your mastery of data warehouse management
Passing this exam as well as Exam 70-768 (Developing SQL
Data Models) earns you credit toward a Microsoft Certified
Solutions Associate (MCSA) SQL 2016 Business Intelligence
(BI) Development certification. See full details at:
microsoft.com/learning
"With an easy, step-by-step approach, this guide shows
beginners how to install, use, and maintain the world's most
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popular open source database: MySQL. You'll learn through
real-world examples and many practical tips, including
information on how to improve database performance. Database
systems such as MySQL help data handling for organizations
large and small handle data, providing robust and efficient
access in ways not offered by spreadsheets and other types
of data stores. This book is also useful for web developers
and programmers interested in adding MySQL to their skill
sets. Topics include: Installation and basic administration
; Introduction to databases and SQL ; Functions, subqueries,
and other query enhancements ; Improving database
performance ; Accessing MySQL from popular languages" --
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